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1 Introduction 

Since the publication of the works by Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld [1], critical Abelian 
sandpile models are in the focus of comprehensive studies, see, e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5]. The 
stochastic evolution of a sandpile naturally leads to a. state of self-organized criticality 
(SOC), which is characterized by correlations with power-law decay in space and time. 
As the spatial aspects of the SOC are similar to those of a· critical state in statistical 
mechanics, the program for studying the structure of SOC states essentially parallels 
the one for the usual statistical models like the Ising or the Potts models. Besides the 
evaluation of bulk critical exponents, an important item in this program is the deter
mination of different surface exponents describing the behaviour of cOrrelations near 
a boundary. In the two-dimensional case, finite-size analysis [6] and conformal field
theory [7] establish relationships between surface and bulk properties of the models, 
which lead to a complete description of the spatial structure at criticality. Thus, find
ing a correspondence between the observables of a sandpile and an appropriate model 
in statistical mechanics at different boundary conditions seems an attractive task. 

The number of distinct recurrent configurations of the Abelian sandpile model on 
an arbitrary lattice has been expressed through the number of spanning trees on the 
same lattice [8, 9). The statistics of spanning trees obeys the Kirchhoff theorem and 
can be, in turn, related to the q = 0 limit of the q-component Potts model [10, 11]. In 
drawing a further analogy, however, one encounters the difficulty of identifying local 
sandpile observables as site variables in the Potts model. The natural formulation of a 
sandpile model is given in terms of integer height variables Zi at each lattice site i E .C 
and toppling rules. The stable configurations in the SOC state of the Abelian model 
are sets of heights {z1,i E £},where z; E {1,2,3,4}. Majumdar and Dhar [12] have 
calculated the probability P 1 of finding the value Zi = 1 and the correlation function 
P 11 (r)for two sites of unit height at a distance r apart. In the two dimensional case, 
the result 'P11 ( r) "' r-1"', with x = 2, has been obtained for large r, which provided 
grounds for suggesting [9] that P 11(r) is the counterpart of the energy-energy correlator 
in the zero-component Potts model. For the Potts model, besides the bulk exponent 
x = 2, the surface correlations decay exponent is known too, xu·= 2, in the case of free 
boundary conditions [13, 14]. The value of the surface exponent xu, in turn, is related 
to the amplitude A of the inverse correlation length ~-l = A/ L, which contr.ols the 
exponential decay of pair correlations along an infinitely long strip of width L. Namely, 
the amplitude-exponent relations [15] 

A={"xll 
2,-x 

free b.c. 
periodic b.c. 

follow from finite-size scaling [6] and the conformal properties of the model [14]. 

(I) 

In this paper, we· consider the behaviour of the probability P1 and the correlation 
function P11 (r) near the boundary of the Abelian two-dimensional sandpile model [8]. 
The toppling rules are specified by the matrix .1. with elements Lli; for sites i, j in the 
bulk of the lattice giv:en by 

L'>,; = { !I 
0 

I 

i=j 
[i-j[=l 

otherwise 
(2) 



Here li - j I denotes the distance between sites i and j. 

To formulate the toppling rules at the boundary 8£ of the sandpile, we-use three 

standard boundary value problems for the Laplacian on a finite lattice £. 

1. Open boundary conditions ( or Dirichlet boundary conditions), when ~., = 4 for 

i E 8£, and, therefore, the sand P{lrticles are allowed to leave the system through 

the boundary. 

2. Closed boundary conditions (or Neumann boundary conditions), when ~;; = ·3 

for i E 8£, and the sand particles cannot leave the system through 8£. 

3. Periodic boundary conditions, when .6..;:1 = 4 as in case 1, but now the lattice is 

wrapped on a torus and li - j I is the distance along the surface of the torus. 

Obviously, if all the boundaries are closed or periodic no steady state of the sandpile 

is possible. Therefore, in considering the strip geometry, we start with a rectangular 

shape of the lattice £, impose Open boundary conditions on the vertical edges of the 

rectangle and boundary conditions of one of the types 1,2 or 3 on the opposite horizontal 

edges. Then, we let the horizontal si.ze of the rectangle tend to infinity. 

The following results are reported here. 

1. In the case of half-plane geometry, the probability P1(0) of a height z = 1 at the 

boundary is obtained: 
for open boundary conditions 

9 42 320 512 
P 1 (0) =---+---"" 0.10382 

2 7f 311"2 97r3 
(3) 

for closed boundary conditions 

3 2 
P 1 (0) =--- ""0.11338 

4 11" 
(4) 

On moving inside the sample, the probability P1 (l) at a distance l from the bound

ary tends to its bulk value P 1(oo) = 2jJr2 - 4/7r3 according to the law: 

1 
P,(l) = P 1 (oo)(1 ± 412 + · · ·) (5) 

where the upper sign is related to the open boundary conditions and the bottom sign 

to the closed ones. 
The two-point correlation function P11 (r) at the surface decays according to the 

law: 
for open boundary conditions 

Pn(r) = -4Pl(O) '"" o (9,.- 32)
2 

1 fiCl ' ,.. A\'> A + ' • (6) 

for closed boundary conditions 

Pn(r) = -Pl(O) ~6 4 +··· 
11" r 

(7) 

2 

.. 

-~ 

b 

-~ 

2. In the case of an infinitely long strip of width L, the leading exponential decaY 

of the pair correlatio~s P11 (r) along the centrai'line of the strip iS obtained, 

(a) For both o.pen and closed boundary conditions 

4 

Pn(r; L) = - Pi(L/2) ~4 e-2"'/L + ... (8) 

where the finite-size corrections to the probability P1 (L/2) in the m,iddle of the strip 

are: 
11"2 

P 1(L/2) = P 1 (oo)(1 ± 4£ 2 + ···) (9) 

Here the upper sign is related to the open boundary conditions and bottom Sign to 

the closed ones. 
(b) For periodic boundary conditions the pair correlations take the form 

' 871"4 
Pn(r; L) = -Pl(L/2)Ve-4"/L + · · ·. (10) 

where .,., 
P,(L/2) = P,(oo)(1- 15(,.-- 2)£4 + .. ·) . (11) 

The above results can be compared with the predictions of the confqrmal field-theory. 

Thus, from (6,7) it follows that xu = 2, and from (8) one has A= 271", which is in 

agreement with (1). For periodic boundary conditions equation (10) yields A o:= 471", 

and the bulk exponent x = 2 has been obtained by Majumdar and Dhar [12],- which is 

again in conformity with the prediction (1). 
Thus our results confirm the hypothesis about the correspondence between the 

unit height in the Abelian sandpile model and the energy in the zero-component Potts 

model. As far as other observables are concerned, e.g. heights 2, 3,4, sizes of avalanches, 

their duration and perimeters, we lack a.t present convincing evidences of their relation 

to observables in the Potts model. A short discussion of that problem is given in the 

final section. 

2 Correlations and Green functions 

The main tool for evaluation of height probabilities and correlations between them is 

a mapping of the set of sandpile configurations onto the set of spanning trees. Dhar 

[8] has shown that the number N R of sandpile configurations in the SOC state, as well 

as the number of spanning trees, is given by the simple expression 

NR-= detLl. . ( 12) 

The different height probabilities on a lattice C can be related also to the enumeration 

of certain types of spanning trees. In particular, the number.of sandpile configurations 

with Zj = 1 at a given site i of£ equals the number Nir_i) of spanning trees on the same 

lattice £ which have just one leaf attached to i and pointing in a fixed direction [9]. 

Following Majumdar and Dhar [12], one may construct ·a new lattice £(i), such that the 

spanning trees covering £(i) contain the fixed leaf. To this end, one just cuts off all the 
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bonds attached to site i in £, but the one containing the given leaf. As a result, a new 
toppling matrix 6. (•) for the sandpile on ,C(i) is obtained. Note that the defect matrix 
B = ~(i)- 6. has non-zero elements orily for the site i and its nearest neighbours but 
one. Thus the probability of finding the value z; = 1 is given by the formula 

det~li) 
P 1 = -~ = det(l + GB) 

det~ 
(13) 

where 1 is the unit matrix and G = 6. -t is the lattice Green function. For example, if 
~is far away from the boundaries, B.,= -3 and Bjj = -1, B;j = Bji = 1 for j being 
the left, right and lower neighbour of i. In this case 'Pt is independent of the choice 
of site i inside the bulk of the lattice £. The pair correlation function P11 ( r) can be 
defined in a similar way by constructing a new toppling matrix 6,(ij) for the lattice, 
£(ij) with defects of the above described type placed at a distance r apart; 

det D..(ii) 
P11 (r) = , = det(l + GB11 ) 

det 
(14) 

where B11 is the compound defect matrix. 
Thus, the problems we have formulated in the Introduction can be reduced to the 

calculation of the lattice Green functions for different boundary conditions and finite
size analysis of the determinants (13) or (14) for the specified defects. 

The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the discrete Laplacian 6. on a finite square 
lattice of the rectangular shape under the considered boundary conditions are well 
known. For a lattice of size M x L with open boundary conditions on the vertical 
edges of length L and open, closed or periodic boundary conditions on the horizontal 
edges, the lattice Green function G~.,.-2 (n1 , m 1 ; n 2 , m 2 ) takes the form 

L M 

Gi'i ( . ) - "'"' 1'1( ) (1)( ) 
1 

i'i( )-Ill( ) LM n 1,m1,n2,m2- L...,~vP n 1 vP m 1 (.,.-) (t\vP n 2 vq m 2 
p==l q=t Ap + >. 

( 15) 

Here n = 1,2, . .. ,L labels the row and m = 1,2, .... ,M labels the column of .site 
i = (n, m) E £; vP(n) are the eigenfunctions and .\Pare the corresponding eigenvalues 
of the one-dimensional discrete Laplacian under boundary conditions ( T ), T = 1 (open), 
2 (closed) and 3 (periodic). For the vertical direction one has the following explicit 
expressions(p=1,2, ... ,L; n=1,2, ... ,L): 
for open boundary conditions 

1rp 
),Ill= 2(1- cos £+1 ); 
' 

for closed boundary conditions 

111( ) _ ~ . 1rpn 
vP n - V L+l sm L+'l• 

1 

7L p = 1; 

.\I')= 2(1-cos "!); vJ'I(n) = { 
[fcos [7r(p-1)(n-t)/L] P = 2,· · ·,L; 

for periodic boundary conditions 

27rp 
.),131 = 2(1- cos--,;-); 
' 

vi'i( ) _ 1 ·21ripn 
P n - ,fL exp-L-

4 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

"' 

" 

., 

,q 

Passing to the limit of an infinitely long strip, M ----? oo, we first redefine the Green 
function (15) as follows. 

(i) Shift the origin of the column number m and the row number n to the center, 
i.e. for an odd integers M,L we set m = m' + Mfl, n = n' + kf where mt,nllabels 
the columns and rows from the central ones (with m 1 = 0, n 1 = 0). 

(ii) Shift the value of the Green function by a constant term to remove the diver
gency which appears as M --; oo, even at finite L when periodic boundary conditions 
are imposed on- the horizontal edges. Evidently, such a. shift does not affect the value 
of the determinants-(13,14).It is convenient to set the shift term equal to the value of 
G~.,.-~ at coinciding sites in the center of the lattice. Then, in_ the limit M ---~o oo we 
obtain 

Gl'l( '. ') -L nhm1,n2,m2 -

_ [" {Q(.,.-) ( I + L+t 1 + M+l, 1 + L+I 1 + M+I) _ 
- M~oo LM ni 2 'ml 2 • n2 2 , m2 2 

Q(.,.-) (L+l M+l. L+t M+I l}-
LM212'2'2-

t ~ !1C 11J.,.-)(nt)V~.,.-)(n2 ) cos(m~ - m~)a ~ vJ.,.-l( ¥- )_V~.,.-)( ¥-) 
7r d'i + 2(1 ) da , (19) 

p=::l O Ap -COSO' 

Considering correlations along the central row of the strip it is convenient to rep
resent the resulting Green function as a sUm of two parts: an even, Cl.,.), and an odd, 
Sl.,.), with respect to each of the arguments n~ and n;: 

. Gi'l( ' + L+l I,' I + L+l I) -
L nt 2 'mt' n2 2 'm2 -

-CI'I( I I, I ')+Si'l( I I, I ') - L nl,n2,m1-m2 L nt,n2,mi-m2 (20) 

In the remainder, referring to the strip geometry, we shall drop the prime superscript 
of the row and column numbers, remembering that they are counted from the center. 
Explicitly we have: ' 
for open boundary conditions 

Ci1)(n1 , n 2 ; m) = 

(L-I)/2 1r 

1 "' 1 J cos [1r(2/ + 1 )n1 / (L+ 1 )] cos [7r(21 + 1 )n,j( L+ 1 )] cos mn-1 __ ~ _ da (?1) 
L+ 1 _ • 2-cos[7r(21+1)n,j(L+1)]-cosn ' -

1-0 0 

Si1)(n1,n2;m) = 

_1_1£~,~~· s;n [27rln,j(L+ 1)] s;n [27rln,j(L+ 1)] cos nw da 

L + 1 ~ 1r 2-cos[2•1/(L+1)]-cosn 
1=1 0 

(22) 
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for closed boundary conditions 

' ) I J cosmc.r-1 C!2 (n1 ,n2 ;m) = 
2 

L 
1 

dc.r + 
1r -cosc.r 

0 

(L-1)/2 1r 

_I_ L _i_f cos(21rln,j L) cos(27rln2 / L) cos ma-l da 
L _ ,- 2-cos(27ri/L)-cosa 

l-1 0 

(23) 

S!2)(n1,n2;m) = 

t~1'_1_J" sin[7r(21-i)n,f L] sin[7r(21-l)n2 / L] cos rna da 
L ~ 1r 2-cos[7r(21-l)/LJ-cosa 

l-1 0 

(24) 

for periodic boundary conditions 

Cl3l(n n · m) = L 1. 2> 

L ' 
__!__ L _i_f cos(21rln,j L) cos(27rln2 / L) cos ma-l da 
2L _ " 2-cos(27ri/L)-cosa 

1-1 0 

(25) 

sC3>(nt,nz;m) = 
L 

__!__ t _i_j' sin(21rin,f L) sin(21rln,j L) cos ma da 
2£ 

1
_ " 2-cos(27ri/L)-cosa 
-1 0 

(26) 

In the case of a. half-plane geometry, one may start with expression (19) and take 
the limit L ~ oo, thus obtaining up to unimportant constant the Green function for a 
half-plane with open boundary, 

"' 
G(ll( . ) _ _l_!J sinn1(3sinn2(3cosmad d(3 n1 ,nz,m - a 

7r2 2-cos {J-cos a: 
(27) 

0 0 

and closed boundary 

Gi'l( . )-_l_j"j' cos(n;-i/2)(3cos(n2 -i/2)(3cosma-id d(3 
n 1 ,n2 ,m - a 

7r2 2-cosfi-coso: 
(28) 

0 0 

3 The strip geometry 

We consider the correlations between two unit heights, one at the center of the strip, 
n1 = 0, m1 = 0, and the other at a distance r apart, at site n 2 = 0, -m2 = r. If we label 
the rows and columns of the 8 x 8 matrix B 11 (r), associated with the corresponding 
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defects, in the order (-I, 0), (0, -I), (0, 0), (0, 1), (-I, r), (0, r- 1), (0, r), (0, r + 1), it 
takes the block-diagonal form 

( 
B1 0 ) 

Bn = 0 Bt ' (29) 

where B1 is the 4 X 4 matrix cl 0 
I 0 ) 

B, = ~- -I I 0 
I -3 1 
0 I -1 

(30) 

The restriction G L (r) of the lattice Green function (19) (for simplicity of notation, 
in the remainder of this section we omit the superscript ( T) indicating the specific 
boundary conditions) to the corresponding set of defect sites is an 8 x 8 matrix with 
the block structure: 

_ _ ( A,(O) A,(r) ) 
G,(r)- , 

A,(-r) A,(O) 
(31) 

where, using the representation (20), AL(r) may be written as the 4 X 4 matrix 

( 

C,(1, I; r)+S,(1, I; r) C,(i, 0; r-1) 

C,(O, 1; r+l) C,(O,O; r) 
Ajr)= . 

C,(O,i;r) C,(O,O;r-1) 

C,(O,l;r-1) C,(O,O;r-2) 

C,(1,0;r) C,(1,0;r+l) l 
C,(O,O;r+l) C,(O,O;r+2) 

C,(O,O;r) C,(O,O;r+l) 

C,(O,O;r-1) C,(O,O;r) 
(32) 

and AjO) is given by (32) at r = 0. 
According to (14), the pair correlation function P11 (r; L) is 

Pn(r; L) = det [ 1 + G,(r)Bn(r) ]- P{(L/2) (33) 

where 
Pi(L/2) = }~~ det [1 + Gjr)Bn(rJ] , (34) 

is the square of the unit height probability at the central line of the strip. Thus the 
problem reduces to the evaluation of the determinant 

( 

1 + A,(O)B1 A,(r)B, ) , 
det [1+G,(r)Bn(rJ] =det A,(-r)B, 1+A,(-r)B, (35) 

Using the explicit form of B1 and the symmetry properties of the even and odd 
components of the Green function (20), after obvious transformations, we obtain the 
expressiOn 

[ - ] {[1 ]'' } (QR(r)) det 1+G,(r)Bn(r) =16 2 -S,(q,l;O) -S,(1,l;r) det RT(r) Q , 

(36) 
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where Q and R(r) are the 2 x 2 matrices (RT is the transpose of R), 

Q 

R(r) = 

( 
-C,(O,l;O) . C,(O,O;l)-C:(O,l;l)) 

C,(O, 0, 1)-C, (0, I, 1) -C,(O, 1,0) 

( 

C,(O,O;r)-C,(O,l;r) 

C,(O,O; r-1)-C,(O, I; r-1) 

C,(O,O;r+l)-C,(O,l;r+l)) 

CL(O, 0, r)-C, (0, 1, 0) 

(37) 

.(38) 

The r~dependent terms in equations (36),(38) are readily evaluated as r -----; oo at fixed 
L ~ 1; their leading asymptotic form depends on the boundary conditions: 
1. For open boundary conditions 

z, 
S,(l,l;r) -~ -vexp(-2n/L) 

C,(O, 0; r) " C,(O,l;r) ~ 'L' exp(-n/L) 

2. For closed boundary conditions 

S,(l,l;r) 

C,(O,O;r) 

" ~ L' exp(-n/L) 

" CJO,l;r) ~ vexp(-2TICr/L) 

3. For periodic boundary conditions 

S,(l,l;r) 
z, 

~ -vexp(-2n/L) 

C,(O,O;r) " C,(O,l;r) ~ Pexp(-2n/L) 

(39) . 

( 40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

( 44) 

By substitution of (40)-(44) in expression (36), see also (33), one obtains that the 
exponential.decay of correlations is governed by the correlation length e = L/21r in the 
cases of open and closed boundary conditions, and e = L/47r in the case of periodic 
boundary conditions. The finite-size corrections to the unit he,ight probability P 1 (L/2), 
see (34), 

P,(L/2) = [1 + C,(O, 0; 2)][1 + 2C,(O, I; !)]a- S,(l, I; 0)} (45) 

can be obtained by using standard techniques based on the Poisson summation for
mula, see e.g. [16]. All the relevant terms can be expressed through four L-dependent 
integrals c~o(L), k = 1, ... ,4, 

e1(L) = 

e,(L) 

' .!.j sin¢> 8,(¢) d-....":.... _4 

"

0 

)l+sin2 ¢ 1+28, 1>- 6£2 +O(L ) 

.!.j' sin3 ¢ 8,(¢) d _ ?.-' _, 
" 

0 
,11 +sin'¢> 1 + 28, ¢>- 60L' + O(L ) 

8 

(46) 

(47) 

e3 (L) .!.j' sin¢> 8,(¢>)d¢>= 3~2 +O(L-') 
" )1 + sin2 ¢> 

0 

e4(L) 
1 11[ sin3 ¢> 211'3 

;;: )1 + sin2 ¢> 8' (¢>)# = 15L4 + O(L-') 
0 • 

where, 

8,(¢>) =[(sinH V1+sin2 ¢>)'- f' 
Thus we obtain: 
1. For open boundary conditions 

C,(O, 0; 2) 
2 

-I+-- 4e1(2L +2) -4e2(2L +2) 
" 

C,(O, I; 1) 
1 -- + 2e 2(2L + 2) 
" 

S,(l,l;O) 
1 1 2- ;;: - 2e,(2L + 2)- 2e4(2L + 2) 

2. For closed boundary conditions 

C,(0,0;2) 

C,(O,l;l) 

S,(l,l;O) 

2 
-1 +-- 4e3 (2L) + 4e4 (2L) 

" l 
--- 2e4 (2L) 

" I 1 
--- + 2e 1 (2L) + 2e2 (2L) 
2 " 

3. For periodic boundary conditions 

c, (0, 0; 2) 

C,(O,l;l) 

S,(l,l;O) 

2 
-I+-- 4e3 (2L) + 4e4 (2L) 

" . 1 
--- 2e4 (2L) 

" 1 I 
---- 2e3(2L)- 2e4 (2L) 
2 " 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

The final results for the strip geometry are summarized in equations (8)-(11), see 
the Introduction. 

4 The half-plane geometry 

With the aid of expressions (27)-(28) for the Green functions, one can use the determi
nant formula (13) to obtain the unit height probability at a site i which belongs to the 
lattice boundary 8£. In this case, th~ modification of the lattice consists in cutting 
off the two bonds which are attached to i and belong to the boundary. If we label the 
defect sites in the order (-1,0),(0,0),(1,0), the matrix associated with the defect is 
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the 3 x 3 matrix of the form: 
for an open boundary 

( 

-1 

sl'1 
= ~ 

1 
-3 
1 ~1) 

for a closed boundary 

( 

-1 1 0 ) sl'1 = 1 -2 1 
0 1 -1 

(60) 

(61) 

A direct evaluation of the corresponding determinants leads to expressions (3) and 
( 4 ), given in the Introduction. 

Of course, one could construct a different defect m~trix which leads to the same 
results, for example, by preserving one of the boundary bonds ~d cutting off, instead 
of it, the bond which starts from i and points inside the lattice. 

To obtain a more detailed information about the spatial structure of the sandpile, 
we have studied also the asymptotic behaviour of the unit height probability P1(l) at 

large distances from the boundary, l :::t> 1. In this case, the defect matrix is the same 
as in the bulk, see [12]. The asymptotic behavior of the boundary Green function 
at large separations, for bo.th open and closed boundary conditions, is moSt easily 

obtained with the aid of the method of re'flections. Then, one needs to know only the 
asymptotic expansion for the bulk Green function at. large separations (r ~ 1): 

1 -y 3ln2 1 43 
G'""(O O·r) = --lnr--- -- + -- + -- + ·· 

' ' 21r 21r 4?r 24nr2 480Jrr4 
(62) 

where 1 is the Euler constant. 
By using the discrete Laplace equation to generate a sequence of recurrent relations, 

one may obtain the asymptotic expansion for Gbulk(O, n; r ), where n = 1, 2, · Next, 

by subtracting (in the case of an open boundary) or adding (in the case of a closed 

boundary) the Green function for a fictitious source~ placed symmetrically with respect 
to th~ boundary, one can easily find the a.c;ymptotic expansion for the Green function 
which corresponds to the considered boundarY problem. Thus for open boundary 
conditions we obta.in 

and for closed ones 

1 _1. +. a<1l(o, 0; r) = 1rr2 - 21rr4 

1 ']_ 3ln2 __ I __ _l_7_'_ + 
Q(2)(0, 0; r) = -; ln r- 11" - 27r 67rr2 2407rr4 

(63) 

(64) 

The defect matrix used in the calculation of the unit height correlations at the 
boundary, in the representation when the defect sites are labeled in the order: ( -1, 0), 

(0, 0), (1,0), (r -1,0), (r,O), (r + 1,0), has the block-diagonal form 

Bu = ( ~1 
;,) 

(65) 

where the 3 x 3 matrix B 1 is given by one of the equations (60),(61). 
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The restriction of the boundary Green function to the set of defect sites can be 
written in the block form 

_ . ( A,(O) A,(r) ) 
G,(r) = 

AL(-r) A,(O) 
(66) 

Finally the evaluation of the determinants (14) leads us to the results (6),(7) presented 
in the Introduction. 

5 Conclusion 

In summary, we have calculated the leading asymptotic form of the correlation func
tions for the unit heights, P11 (r ), in the strip and half-plane geometries of the Abelian 
sandpile model, under three different boundary conditions. The results confirm the sug
gestion that the unit height behaves like the local energy Operator in the q-component 
Potts model at q = 0. Unfortunately, the above conclusion cannot be directly extended 
to the case of heights z; = 2, 3, 4, although correspondences between these heights and 
spanning trees still exist. In (17] it has been shown that z. = 2 corresponds to such 

trees (in addition to the trees yielding z; = 1), in which none of the paths, starting 
from three nearest neighbours of site i and ending at the open boundary, pass through 
i. In the ca.se z; = 3 this property must have the paths starting from two of the 
nearest neighbours of i, and if z; = 4 - from one neighbOuring site. Thus, the heights 
z; = 2, 3, 4, being local sandpile observables, happen to be connected with nonlocal 
properties of the trees. For the enumeration of configurations with these heights one 
has to consider clusters of subtrees with increasing size. It has been established [12] 
that such cluster expansions are slowly convergent, which makes difficult the evaluation 
of the correlation functions 'Pzz(r) for?'= 2,3,4. In principle, the above mentioned 
features could lead to a different froJU 7'-

4 power law of decay. 
Finding a correspondence between observables in the Potts model and character

istiCs of the avalanches is not an easier task either, because of the nonloCal nature of 
the avalanches. The solution of these pr~blems needs further analytical and numerical 
studies. 
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EpaHKOB H.r., HsamKeBH'< E. B., OpueaJKeB B. E. ES-93-50 
rpaHH'IHhle 3$1JeKThl B IIBYMepHOH MO/Ie.JIH caMoopraHH3ali,HH 

Mbl H3y'laeM rpaHH'IHhle H KOHe'IHO-pa3MepHble 3<jxpeKThl MO/Ie.JIH C8MOOp
raHH33U.HH, rrpe.~U~oxenuoH BaKoM, TanroM u Beiicencbenb,li,OM. B CJiyqae reo
MeTpuu iioJiyJUiocKOCTH HaH/IeHa BepoliTHOCTb P 1 (r) Ha caMOH rpaHuu;e H Ha 

paCCTOSIHHH r OT HCC K3K .Il,JBI OTKpbiThiX, T3K H Jl.JISI 33Kp:b1Tb1X rpaHH\fHhiX 

yc.noBHit .Um1 pa3Hhlx Tnnos rpaHH11HhlX yCJiosuii nOJiylfeHhl se.n,y.m:ue 
acuMnTOTHKH P 11 (r) • noJiynoJioce u BIIOJib rpaHHll"' nOJiyJUIOCKOCTH. Hamu 

pe3yJibT3Tbl ITOA1:BCpJK.ll,310T rHIIOTC3y 0 COOTBeTCTBHH MCJK.Il.Y CJl.k:HHl!HbiMH 

BhlCOT3MH MO.ll_e.JIH C3MOOpr3HH33U,HH H ODCp3TOpoM DJIOTHOCTH 3HepmH 0-KOM

IIOHCHTHOif MO.Ll,eJIH TIOTTCa. 

Pa6oTa BhlnOJIHeHa • Jla6opaTOpuu TeopeTuqecKoii ljJuanKH QHj!H. 

npenpHHT 06be]lHHeHHOI'U HHCTHTyTa ilJlfpHblX HCCne)lOB3HHH. )l,y6Ha, 1993 

Brankov J.G., lvashkevich E.V., Priezzhev V.B. E5-93-50 
Boundary Effects in a Two- Dimensional Abelian Sandpile 

We sludy boundary and finile-size effecls in the Abelian sandpile model 
due to Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld. In lhe case of half-plane geometry, lhe 
probability P1 (r) of a unil heigh I at the boundary, and ala distance r inside the 

sample is found for open and closed boundary condilions. The leading 
asymptotic form of lhe correlation functions for lhe unit heights, P 11 (r), in the 

slrip and half-plane geometries is oblained for different boundary conditions 
too. Our results confirm I he hypolhesis thai the unil height behaves like the local 
energy operator in the zero-component limit of lhe Potts model. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboralory of Theoretical 
Physics, JlNR. 
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